Terms and conditions of use
for
catalogs, images and trademarks/logos
ABL SURSUM Bayerische Elektrozubehör GmbH & Co. KG (ABL)
1. ABL has the exclusive usage right to its published catalogs, brochures and flyers. This applies to
all print and digital formats, including any photographs reproduced therein. ABL also holds the
exclusive usage right for photographs that are available for download in the downloads section of
the www.abl.de website or have been made available to the customer for a specific use. ABL also
is also the owner of trademarks and logos.
2. Catalogs, brochures and flyers published by ABL must not be altered. Their only purpose is the
sales distribution of ABL's own products. Making any further copies of promotional materials,
particularly catalogs, advertising flyers etc. is expressly prohibited.
3. If images are made available for download on the www.abl.de website or in individual cases, their
source must always be visibly identified using "Image: ABL". Moreover, photographs that have
been made available must only be used in immediate connection with the sales distribution of
ABL's own products, and within the scope of the stated purpose of the specific usage.
4. Any publication, distribution or copying of photographs requires express written permission from
ABL.
5. Photographs made available for use must not be altered. For further clarification it should be
noted that the deletion or alteration of our trademark logos or even addresses also represents a
prohibited alteration.
6. Insofar as the use of ABL trademarks and logos has been permitted in an individual case, these
must only be used unaltered.
7. Any arrangements made in individual cases that differ from these conditions must be made in
writing. This obligation to use the written form is non-negotiable.
8. Under the exclusion of conflict of laws provisions, German law applies to any use of our images
and materials.

ABL advises that the above conditions are the subject of any user agreement and are, in principle,
already in force through legislation. Breaches of these terms and conditions may be pursued in
civil as well as prosecuted in criminal law.
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